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MARKETS AT A GLANCE
This month marked the end of 
the Iranian year 1395 and the 
start of the Iranian New Year 
1396 (21 March 2017) and had 
three fewer trading days than 
an average month due to 
holidays. Like February, March 
was a volatile month. The 
TEDPIX fell -1.7% in the first 
eight days and then bounced 
1.7% off its intra-month low to 
close unchanged. The return to 
trading of Mapna, Iran’s 
largest engineering company,  
on 5 March – it had been 
suspended since 17 July 2016 –
pressured the index, its shares 
closing down 14.6%. But the 
stock market was otherwise 
supported by two factors: a 
tentative rally in the fixed 
income T-bill market (yields 
dropped to ~23% from ~26%) 
and expectations for the 
upcoming AGMS (and dividend 
season). 

At $132.2m, March’s ADTV 
was almost double that of 
February’s $66.2m. This spike 
was partly related to a few 
block trades that took place 
before the Iranian New Year, 
the largest of which was a 
~$400m (49.8%) block of 
National Investment Company 
of Iran (NICI) shares. The 
increase in block trading meant 
that institutional activity 
(81.7%) outpaced retail activity 
(18.3%) by a very large margin 
during the month.

The rial had a stable month, 
strengthening +1% versus the 
dollar.

All market data represents the period March 1–29, 2017.
Sources : Tehran Stock Exchange, Bloomberg, MSCI, Royal Exchange, Griffon Asset Management.

$1 : 37,482 IRR is the monthly average free market exchange rate used for this report.
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SECTOR NEWS

Auto

Russia’s UAZ auto company – a 
subsidiary of Sollers JSC, a 
leading Russian auto company 
– announced it will begin 
building SUVs and pickup 
trucks in Iran in 2018 in 
partnership with Tavan Khodro 
Group. This would be the 
country’s first Iran-Russian 
joint auto production line. The 
vehicles are expected to cost 
between $20,000 and $28,000.

Foreign trade data (as of the 
11 months of the year 1395), 
showed auto and auto part 
imports reached $2.3bn (a 10% 
increase y/y); China, Germany 
and UAE were the top three 
exporters to Iran’s auto sector.

Increasing Industrial Capacity: 
Petrochemicals, Steel and Tyres

In the Iranian year 1395, 9.5m 
tonnes of new production 
capacity was added to Iran’s 
petrochemical industry (from 
46.4m to 55.9m tonnes), and 
the value of Iran’s 
petrochemicals exports (incl. 
condensates) was $16.4bn.

Barez Co., Iran’s largest tyre 
manufacturer (25% market 
share), boosted its production 
capacity in the Kurdistan 
province by 40k tonnes, a 
~32% increase. 

Mobarakeh Steel Co. (MSC), 
Iran’s largest flat steel 
producer, plans to double the 
production of its Hormozgan 
subsidiary to 3m tonnes. 

$1 : 37,482 IRR is the monthly average free-market exchange rate used for this report.

All market data represents the period March 1–29, 2017.
Sources: SEO, Financial Tribune, Chemorbis, Mine News, Griffon Asset Management.

Sector Performance

Top Gainers and Losers

Best Performing sectors Worst Performing sectors

Publishing & media  17.1% Metal products  -17.5%

Utility  5.4% Engineering  -12.4%

 

Agriculture  5.0% Other mining  -4.3%

IT & computers  4.8% Base metals  -2.4%

Leasing  4.7% Wood  -1.9%

Golestan Ind. Petrochemical  125.4% Machine Sazi Arak  -25.2%

Chemicals Metal products

Sabzevar Cement  56.1% Saina  -23.2%

Cements, limes & plasters Chemicals

Takceram Tile Manufacturing  51.7% Charkheshgar  -18.9%

Ceramics & tiles Motor vehicles

Marjan Kar  38.0% Derakhshan Tehran  -17.4%

Ceramics & tiles Rubber & tyre

Jooshkab Yazd Ind.  32.3% Iran Manganese Mines  -17.0%

Electric machines Metallic ore
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MSC also plans to complete 
further large projects, 
including increasing the steel 
production of its wholly-owned 
subsidiary Saba by 900k tonnes 
(to 1.6m tonnes) and the 5m 
tonnes of iron ore pellet 
production in the Sangan field 
(northeast Iran).

IT and MVNOs

Shatel Communication 
Development Company (the 
largest internet service 
provider in Iran) and NeginTel 
are the latest companies to 
receive a full MVNO (mobile 
virtual network operator) 
license from the Communica-
tion Regulatory Authority 
(CRA). They will both sell SIM 
cards (post- and prepaid) and 
provide wireless value-added 
services (e.g. data, payments, 
VOD, health, IoT) to their own 
customers whilst paying fees 
to use the incumbents’ (MCI, 
MTN Irancell and Rightel) 
mobile network infrastructure. 
From 51 applications, 25 have 
been granted permission; of 
these, nine have signed 
agreements with the mobile 
operators (five with Rightel, 
two with MCI and two with 
MTN Irancell).

Engineering 

Germany’s Siemens agreed to 
a J.V. with Iran Transfo Co. to 
manufacture power equipment 
for Iran’s electricity industry. 
Products will be exported and 
used domestically, reducing 
production costs and 
improving efficiency.

All market data represents the period March 1–29, 2017.
Sources: SEO, CBI, IFB, Financial Tribune ,ICTINA, Tehran Stock Exchange, Royal Exchange, and Griffon Asset Management.
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Top 10 Companies by Market Capitalisation 

USD/IRR Exchange Rate

Market Cap 

(million $)
Last price Year to date 52 w/h 52 w/l

Khalij Fars Petrochem 5,613 4,270  1.7% -5.5% 5,394 4,157

Chemicals 5.2%

MCI 3,893 37,000  5.71% 9.6% 37,200 28,400

Telecoms 3.6%

TCI 3,709 2,376  5.1% 10.9% 2,394 1,891

Telecoms 3.4%

Maroon Petrochemical 3,398 32,797  -3.5% -3.5% 34,300 28,000

Chemicals 3.1%

Mobarakeh Steel 2,775 1,410 → 0.0% 3.8% 1,455 1,086

Base metals 2.6%

NICICO 2,579 1,960  -6.4% 3.6% 2,180 1,291

Base metals 2.4%

Jam Petrochemical 2,431 9,650  1.6% 0.0% 9,800 7,709

Chemicals 2.2%

TAPICO 2,168 1,896  1.9% -0.7% 2,297 1,733

Chemicals 2.0%

Ghadir Investment 2,114 1,107  -3.8% -8.7% 1,381 1,102

Conglomerates 2.0%

MAPNA Group 2,037 7,740  -12.5% -12.5% 9,618 7,260

Engineering 1.9%

1-month

Price va lues  in IRR
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National Iranian Copper Industries Co. (NICICO)
Symbol: MSMI            Exchange: TSE               Listed since: 2006           Last close: IRR 1,992 90-day change: ↑ 1.8%

Market cap.: $2,656m P/E (17-18E) (a): 5.6x 12-month return: 31.7%↑

Enterprise value (b): $2,914m 5-year (avg.) dividend payout ratio: 77% EV/Revenue (17-18E) (a): 1.8x

% of market (TSE): 2.6% Dividend yield (17-18E) (a): 14.4% EV/EBITDA (17-18E) (a): 5.3x

Free float: 24% Avg. daily trade value: $441.3K ROCE (hist.) : 6.9%

Shares outstanding: 50bn 52-week high / low (IRR): 2,180/1,291 ROE (hist.) : 7.0%

National Iranian Copper Industries Co. (NICICO) was established in 
1977. NICICO’s main products are copper concentrate and cathode; it 
has a current production capacity of 1.1-1.15m tonnes of concentrate 
with further projects feasible in the next 2-4 years, subject to the 
provision of growth capex. NICICO owns three copper mines: 
Sarcheshmeh, Miduk and Sungun. Since >90% of the company’s 
revenues derive from copper concentrate and cathode, the global 
copper price is naturally the main earnings driver. Earnings are also 
very sensitive to the USD/IRR FX rate: for every 1% fall of the rial 
versus the dollar, net income increases by 3%. From a cost 
perspective the grade of soil mined is also important: lower soil grade 
has increased the company’s stripping costs, pressuring its gross 
margins. From 2013 to 2016 the company faced both a falling copper  
price and export restrictions (due to sanctions pre-JCPOA); inventory 
accumulated sharply and revenues fell notably. Post JCPOA and 
sanctions removal (Jan. 2016) the company managed to deleverage 
its balance sheet by exporting its inventory and paying back debt. The 
company has excess cathode production capacity (~170-180k tonnes) 
due to insufficient concentrate capacity to produce more cathode; 
given NICICO’s high percentage of fixed costs, an increase in 
concentrate production capacity will benefit the company, both from 
an operational leverage standpoint and the already available capacity 
for higher-value-add cathode production and sales. Global estimates 
regarding copper supply and demand as well as prices suggest a 
positive outlook; for example, the estimated minimum average price 
required to make new projects profitable is around $6,000  per 
tonne, versus the current copper price of $5,800 per tonne. 

2014-15A 2015-16A2016-17E(a)2017-18E(a)2018-19E(a)

Concentrate

Production (tonnes)
798,305 984,445 1,150,563 1,150,000 1,150,000 

Revenue  1,457.3 1,061.8 1,883.1 1,640.5 1,777.4 

growth (%) 7.1% -27.1% 77.4% -12.9% 8.3%

EBITDA 480.9 257.0 577.1 550.4 663.6 

growth (%) -15.7% -46.6% 124.6% -4.6% 20.6%

EBITDA margin 33% 24% 31% 34% 37%

Net Income 345.8 136.2 451.4 478.0 577.8 

growth (%) -20% -61% 231% 6% 21%

NI margin 24% 13% 24% 29% 33%

Net Debt 447.6 554.8 (85.3) (233.4) (342.6)

Capex 371.3 272.6 117.6 104.4 87.1 

Dividend 105.9 109.0 361.1 382.4 462.3 

Financial Statements ($m) Company overview 

This is not a stock recommendation. The above is an introductory information overview.                                       
The reference currency rates are based on the yearly average of the free market exchange rates.

All share prices are adjusted for corporate actions.

(a) Griffon Asset Management forecasts.

(b) Q3 2016/2017 financial statements used in EV calculation.

Sources: Company financial statements, Griffon Asset Management team.
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Disclaimer

Please read this disclaimer carefully as it contains important
information about the GIF Fund SP ("Fund"), a segregated
portfolio of GIF SPC, its proposed investments in Iran and the
current international sanctions and restrictive measures in
relation to Iran.

This newsletter is strictly private and confidential, has been
prepared by Griffon Asset Management ("Investment
Manager") and is being provided to investors in the Fund on a
confidential basis. This newsletter is for information purposes
only and should not be construed as investment advice. All
information provided herein is as of the date set forth on the
cover page (unless otherwise specified) and is subject to
modification, change or supplement in the sole discretion of
the Investment Manager. This information is neither complete
nor exact and is provided solely as reference material with
respect to the Fund.

This material does not constitute an offering of any security,
product, service or fund, including the Fund, for which an
offer can be made only by the Fund’s Confidential Private
Placement Memorandum (the “Confidential Memorandum”).
The terms and risk factors of the Fund are set out in its
Confidential Memorandum which is available to qualified
prospective investors upon request. The contents hereof are
qualified in their entirety by the Confidential Memorandum
and subscription agreements of the Fund.

The purchase of shares in the Fund is suitable only for
sophisticated investors for whom an investment in the Fund
does not constitute a complete investment program and who
fully understand and are willing to assume the risks involved
in the Fund’s investment program. The Class A Shares of
the Fund are subject to restrictions on redemption,
transferability and resale as provided in the Confidential
Memorandum and the Fund's constitutive documents. There
is no secondary market for an investor’s shares in the Fund
and none is expected to develop. There is no obligation on the
part of any person to register the shares under any statute.

The performance results of certain economic indices and
certain information concerning economic trends contained
herein are based on or derived from information provided by
independent third party sources. The Investment Manager
believes that such information is accurate and that the
sources from which it has been obtained are reliable. The
Investment Manager cannot guarantee the accuracy of such
information, however, and has not independently verified the
assumptions on which such information is based.

No reliance may be placed for any purposes whatsoever on
the information contained in this newsletter or on its
accuracy, completeness or fairness. No representation or
warranty, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of the
Fund, the Investment Manager or any of their respective
affiliates or partners with respect to the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained in this newsletter.
The aforementioned persons disclaim any and all
responsibility and liability whatsoever, whether arising in tort,
contract or otherwise, for any errors, omissions or
inaccuracies in such information or respective subsidiaries or
affiliates may differ significantly, positively or negatively, from
forward-looking statements made herein. Due to various risks
and uncertainties, actual events or results or actual
performance may differ materially from those reflected or
contemplated in such forward-looking statements.

As a result, you should not rely on such forward-looking
statements in making any investment decision.
No representation or warranty is made as to the
achievement or reasonableness of, and no reliance should
be placed on, such forward-looking statements. Nothing in
this newsletter should be relied upon as a promise or
representation as to the future.

(Continued on the next page.)

About Griffon Capital

Griffon Capital is an Iran-focused asset management and private equity group established to unlock value from 
the country’s public and private equity markets. Among Griffon’s primary objectives is to allow local and 
international institutional investors the ability to seamlessly access and maximise opportunities in Iran through 
purpose-built vehicles and investment products spanning traditional and alternative assets.

The Group’s strength is rooted in a robust operating platform developed by leading international advisors and 
are supported by internationally recognised administrators and auditors. Our platform consists of a high calibre 
team with deep local market expertise and international financial pedigree blended at the board, management 
and execution levels. This includes a management team steeped in investment banking, wealth and asset 
management and corporate finance experience. Griffon is also distinguished by on the ground local research 
and primary thinking and a governance culture defined by global best practices in risk management, compliance 
and reporting.

Modaberan Homa is fully licensed and regulated by the Securities and Exchange Organization (SEO) of Iran.
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Disclaimer (Continued)

Certain figures contained in this newsletter have been
subject to rounding adjustments. Accordingly, in certain
instances, the sum or percentage change of the numbers
contained in this newsletter may not conform exactly to the
total figure given.

This newsletter may include track record information
regarding certain investments made and/or managed by the
Investment Manager or its affiliates and/or certain other
persons. Such information is not necessarily comprehensive
and potential investors should not consider such information
to be indicative of the possible future performance of the
Fund or any investment opportunity to which this document
relates. The past performance of the Investment Manager or
its affiliates is not a reliable indicator of, and cannot be relied
upon as a guide to, the future performance of the Fund.

The Fund will not accept investments from any US Persons
(as defined in applicable legislation) or persons whose
conduct is subject to US economic sanctions (unless and until
such investments are authorised by the relevant US
authorities).

This newsletter is only addressed to and directed at: (a)
persons in member states of the European Economic Area
("Member States") who are "qualified investors" within the
meaning of Article 2(1)(e) of the Prospectus Directive
(Directive 2003/71/EC, as amended (including amendments
by Directive 2010/73/EU to the extent implemented in the
relevant Member State)) provided that the giving or
disclosing of this newsletter to such person is lawful under
the applicable securities laws (including any laws
implementing Directive 2011/61/EU of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2011 on Alternative
Investment Fund Managers (the "AIFM Directive")) in the
relevant Member State ("Qualified Investors"); (b) within the
United Kingdom, to persons who (i) have professional
experience in matters relating to investments and who fall
within the definition of "investment professionals" in Article
19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) (the
"Order"), or (ii) are persons who are high net worth entities
falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order, and/or (iii)
persons to whom it may otherwise be lawfully
communicated and (iv) are "qualified investors" as defined in
section 86 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as
amended; and (c) other persons to whom it may otherwise
lawfully be communicated (all such persons referred to in (a)
to (c) above together being referred to as "Relevant
Persons"). This newsletter must not be made available to
persons who are not Relevant Persons. No person should act
or rely on this newsletter and persons distributing this
newsletter must satisfy themselves that it is lawful to do so.
No steps have been taken by any person in respect of any
Member State to allow the Shares to be marketed (as such
term is defined in the relevant legislation implementing the

AIFM Directive) lawfully in that Member State. By accepting
this newsletter you represent, warrant and agree that
you are a Relevant Person.

The representative of the Fund in Switzerland is Hugo Fund
Services SA, 6 Cours de Rive, 1204 Geneva. The distribution
of Class A Shares in Switzerland must exclusively be made to
qualified investors. The place of performance for Class A
Shares in the Fund distributed in Switzerland is at the
registered office of the Hugo Fund Services SA.

On July 14, 2015, the P5+1, the European Union, and Iran
reached a Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action ("JCPOA").
Subsequently, following confirmation that relevant JCPOA
commitments had been delivered, certain of the
international sanctions and restrictive measures relating to
Iran were eased or lifted on 'Implementation Day', 16
January 2016, including the majority of previous EU and UN
sanctions on Iran. While this represented a significant
relaxation of the sanctions in place against Iran, a number of
important restrictions remain in force (including certain
sanctions which may affect financial and investment activity).

In particular, notwithstanding the relaxation of sanctions on
'Implementation Day', certain categories of persons may be
prohibited from investing in the Fund. The Fund and
Investment Manager's policy is to comply with all applicable
sanctions, and not to engage in activity that would be
sanctionable under the sanctions applicable to non-US
persons. Before making or managing any investments in
Iranian securities, the Fund and the Investment Manager will
put in place a robust compliance framework based on
professional advice with a view to ensuring that its activities
and investments are compliant with EU and applicable US
sanctions and restrictive measures in force from time to time
regarding Iran.

It is the responsibility of the recipient of this newsletter to
satisfy itself as to its compliance with the legislation of any
relevant jurisdiction or territory, including in particular
regarding international sanctions and restrictive measures,
and to assess the risk of the imposition of additional
sanctions (including under the JCPOA 'snapback' mechanism)
that might affect any investment in the Fund or its valuation
or liquidity. It is the responsibility of the reader to satisfy
themselves that any business activities will not expose them
to liability under the laws of any state to which they are
subject.


